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Lionheart Castle with extensive details Is ideally scaled for Budkins characters or figurines around 10 cm Scenario and role-playing toy encourages creative imagination, Social and linguistic development can be played online, it develops a turn, taking skills, and social interaction Made from a durable, sustainable rubberwood, it allows for lengthy fun, while
caring for our planet Safe Toy - Decorated with non-toxic paints and tested to the highest safety standards This magnificent castle is the largest in the LE TOY VAN range and has an impressive turn of the tower lifting the drawbridge, pulling up the portis. The castle is located on a finely painted wooden board. Perfectly scaled for Budkins characters and any
other figurines about 10 cm tall. The numbers are sold separately. Suitable for ages - 3 years 56.5 x 60 x 45 cm Build Instructions - click here to download The Castles Collection of wooden toy locks collection of Le Toy Van encourages creative play as children can create their own stories and adventures. With fine details across the range to inspire, the
Locks collection encourages role-playing games, while refining motor skills. FREE UK Shipping Orders over 50 pounds of shares not allocated until Until you have completed the check-out you are eligible for free corona shipping Update: UK Deliveries 5 to 7 Days FREE UK Shipping Orders over 50 you have reached free shipping $189.95 AUD (amount)
AUD data-shop-currency-aUD-data-pick-id-product-pick-45773838product-enable-state'true data-product'id:45773848 Title:Le Toy Van Lionheart Castle,source:Le-toy-van-lionheart-castle,description:'u003eLe Toy Vanheart LionHeart Castle - is a wooden toy castle, to add to your child's bedroom or play space, when you are looking for something that will
really make a statement. This children's castle is the largest in u003ca href _blank the name Le Toy Van toyu003eLe Toy Van toy'u003c'/a'u003e range and so detailed and detailed. It is made of wood and has detailed paintwork to spark the imagination of our eco children. Building a castle is a challenge kids seem to love about this toy. We love that Le Toy
Van Lionheart has a drawbridge that kids just love to work with. And also it's there are towers and towers and ramparts - shafts edge at the top of the castle that protrudes up and down to stop intruders entering and people who belong inside to get out! Kv003ka целевая _blank название Budkins от Le Toy Vanu003eBudkins'u003c/a'u003e продаются
отдельно, они невероятно подробные и Есть огромное разнообразие из них доступны в соответствии с замком набор. \u003c\/p\u003e\u003cp\u003eDimensions: 60.5 x 45 x 46 cms\u003c\/p\u003e\u003cp\u003eAges 3+\u003c\/p\u003e,published_at:2016-02-05T21:00:00+11:00,created_at:2016-02-05T22:00:40+11:00,vendor:Le Toy
Van,type:Toys,tags:[Pretend Play,spo-default,spo-disabled],price:18995,price_min:18995,price_max:18995,available:true,price_varies:false,compare_at_price:null,compare_at_price_min:0,compare_at_price_max:0,compare_at_price_varies:false,variants:[{id:14986102342,title:Default Title,option1:Default
Title,option2:null,option3:null,sku:OSA56,requires_shipping:true,taxable:true,featured_image:null,available:true,name:Le Toy Van Lionheart Castle,public_title:null,options:[Default Title],price:18995,weight:8000,compare_at_price:null,inventory_quantity:1,inventory_management :shopify,inventory_policy:deny,barcode:783327932765}],images:
[\/\/cdn.shopify.com\/s\/files\/1\/1100\/4024\/products\/Le-Toy-Van-Lionheart-Castle-1.jpg?v=1567832419,\/\/cdn.shopify.com\/s\/files\/1\/1100\/4024\/products\/Le-Toy-Van-Lionheart-Castle-2.jpg?v=1567826719],featured_image:\/\/cdn.shopify.com\/s\/files\/1\/1100\/4024\/products\/Le-Toy-Van-Lionheart-Castle-1.jpg?v=1567832419,options:[Title],media:
[{alt:Le Toy Van Lionheart Castle Le Toy Van Toys at Little Earth Nest Eco Shop,id:46816854097,position:1,preview_image:{aspect_ratio:1.0,height:2000,width:2000,src:https:\/\/cdn.shopify.com\/s\/files\/1\/1100\/4024\/products\/Le-Toy-Van-Lionheart-Castle-1.jpg?
v=1568740744},aspect_ratio:1.0,height:2000,media_type:image,src:https:\/\/cdn.shopify.com\/s\/files\/1\/1100\/4024\/products\/Le-Toy-Van-Lionheart-Castle-1.jpg?v=1568740744,width:2000},{alt:Le Toy Van Lionheart Castle Le Toy Van Toys at Little Earth Nest Eco Shop id:46816886865 , позиция:2,preview_image:aspect_ratio:1.0, высота:2000,
ширина:2000, src:https:/'/cdn.shopify.com /с/файлы/1'/1100/4024/products/Le-Toy-Van-Lionheart-Castle-2.jpg?v'1568740744 aspect_ratio 2000,media_type:изображение,src: /1100/4024/products/Le-Toy-Van-Lionheart-Castle-2.jpg?v «1568740744»,«ширина»:2000», содержание»: «Замок Игрушки Ван Львиное Сердце» — это замок из деревянной
игрушки, который можно добавить в спальню или игровое пространство вашего ребенка, когда вы ищете что-то, что действительно сделает заявление. Этот замок для детей является крупнейшим в «u003ca href»»https:»/»www.littleearthnest.com.au»/collections/le-toy-van» целевая цель »_blank» название »Le Toy Van toy»»u003eLe Toy
Van toy'u003c'/a'u003e диапазон и так детализирован и детализирован. Так и есть made of wood and features detailed paintwork to spark the imagination of our children eco. Building a castle is a challenge kids seem to love about this toy. We love that Le Toy Van Lionheart has a drawbridge that kids just love to work with. And also it's there are towers
and towers and ramparts - shafts edge at the top of the castle that protrudes up and down to stop intruders entering and people who belong inside to get out! u003ca href:/www.littleearthnest.com.au/products/budkins-set-of-4 target _blank Budkins from Le Toy Vans » » » » _blank Budkins title _blank Budkins name _blank Budkins by Le Toy Van _blank
Budkins They are incredibly detailed and there is a huge variety of them available under the castle set. u003c/p'u003e-u003cp-u003eDimensions: 60.5 x 45 x 46 cms'u003c/p'u003e-u003cp-u003eAges 3 u003c/p'u003e is a wooden toy lock, which you can add to your child's bedroom or play space when you're looking for something that will really make a
statement. This castle kids game is the largest in le Toy Van range game toy and so detailed and different. It is made of wood and has detailed paintwork to spark the imagination of our eco children. It is very easy to put the lock together using the included hanging and adding walls; Building a castle is a challenge kids seem to love about this toy. We love that
Le Toy Van Lionheart has a drawbridge that kids just love to work with. And also this there are towers and towers and ramparts - the shafts edge at the top of the castle that protrudes up and down to stop intruders, intraciable and the people who belong inside get out! Kids love to use the Le Toy Van Budkin doll about 10 cm tall to praise this set. Budkins are
sold separately, they are incredibly detailed and there are a huge variety of them available according to the castle set. Dimensions: 60.5 x 45 x 46 cm Age 3 Share: /products/le-toy-van-lion-heart-castle/ The Lion's Heart Castle from Le Toy Van - this is an exciting, super-sized medieval castle that has a knockout wall that will lead to creative play and great
fun! Protect the king and queen from a fire-breathing dragon or enemy figures with this seven-tower Lionheart castle, which comes complete with a working drawbridge with a portcullis. Le Toy Van Lion Heart Castle provides a spacious courtyard for large performances, a painted wooden base with a design moat, archer towers, a staircase, 2 flags and plenty
of indoor tower space to play with. Built from painted wooden panels that slide together, Lion's Heart Castle This is the perfect castle for serious play! Papo Lion Heart Castle measures approximately 565 mm wide, depth of 605 mm, height 405 mm Figures and other accessories are sold separately. Recommended Age 4 Years - To save you by choosing
what numbers you require for your castle toy we have the following sets of figures: Manufacturer: Le Toy Van Model: TV290 Lion Heart Castle Excellent product, my son watches fun, well built Fantastic Castle, although I avoided building it, my husband seemed to find it simple. The Finnish product and the look on the face of our sons were fantastic!!!!! The
castle is strong and provides hours of play x x x Even the pollinated pocket was allowed to move in among the knights. (finally toy 1 boy 2 girls enjoy together) Can't recommend enough and the cheapest online!!!!!!!!! Substantial, well done, easy to make a lock. My Son absolutely loves him and his battles were well fought. Not cheap, but still good value, and
we hope he will enjoy it for years to come which is exactly what I hoped it would be, a sturdy and easy to assemble game set for a teenager (probably 3-6 years old) with plenty of room for different shapes. It has some interesting extra features, good wood and good paint work. The delivery service is also excellent. I bought a pirate ship from the same range
with similar satisfaction. Got this for my 6 year old sons birthday, it's amazing, easy to build and very sturdy he had hours of fun already recommended! Made from materials of very good quality. Worth money (especially at the sale price). I must say that it exceeded our expectations, once put together, which took less than 10 minutes, the quality of the castle
was obvious. Its sturdy, well made, kid-proof and has a lot of interesting features that mean our son and daughter had days of fun with him before we even had the opportunity to buy him knights to go into it. and this site has it cheaper than anywhere else on the internet. It's worth every penny. I was very pleased with the materials used. It's not too bad to put
together as towers are already set up. Good and hard as soon as the screws go in too. My boy likes it. very pleased with the castle my son was delighted with very good service, fast delivery, the castle is very sturdy, still Henry Proof, which is very rare for toys. Althuogh he only three my son likes to play with caslte and soldier, it will be very good for his
imagination and role paly. I like moving bits and areas to hide adds to the paly fun, would recommend this sturdy well made quality toy and wonderland for their good value and easy delivery. Looks absolutely beautiful and good functionality turned on, love the door at the back and draw the bridge Lots of towers and space for knights, monsters and dragons
etc. It's pretty big and you can't make it out after it's built, so you need a place to store it. Discharge that you just pull the portcullis up and off, and that it doesn't connect above the entrance at all though. Worrying about flag poles getting broken as children naturally lean over the lock to play it so they will most likely get broken first. Also, the lock is generally a
bit loose, once a few things are screwed on the board, the rest of the slots in. I worry about how easily this can be broken with rough children playing too, as is MDF rather than plastic. Miracle Models deliver across the UK and abroad. We try to send orders immediately, but of course within 48 hours of receiving. Orders will be sent only after payment has
been received. UK Shipping: Order cost (including postage) up to 70 pounds: First Class Royal Mail 4.50 pounds (Delivery for 1-5 days)The cost of the order (including postage) with more than 70 pounds: DPD 7.99 (Courier Delivery the next working day). Please be sure to give us your mobile phone number when ordering as THE DPD offer an email/text
message option so you can receive notifications about the shipment and the estimated delivery time. The express service requires a signature for delivery and must be ordered by 2 p.m. for delivery to the next business day. The courier does not deliver on weekend or bank holidays. Express delivery is two days to some postcodes and they carry a surcharge
of 6 pounds. A list of applicable postcodes can be found here. Overseas shipping: European deliveries are sent by DPD. For more information on shipping costs and time around the country, please click here. Shipping to Australia, New ealand, Canada, Japan and the US goes to Royal Mail or FedEx and is calculated based on order depending on weight and
size. We will contact you with the cost of delivery when you receive an order. Full delivery information can be seen in the delivery section of our website here. See all reviews Subscribe to our newsletter
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